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NONNEGATIVE MATRICES EACH OF WHOSE
POSITIVE DIAGONALS HAS THE SAME SUM

MARK blondeau HEDRICK1

Abstract. The author shows that if A is a fully indecomposable non-

negative matrix each of whose positive diagonals has sum M and when

Ojj = 0, the sum of each positive diagonal in the submatrix of A obtained by

deleting the ith row andyth column is less than M, then there is a unique

positive matrix B such that its rank is at most two, each of its diagonals has

sum M, and a„ = bjj when atj > 0. The author then compares his results to

those obtained by Sinkhorn and Knopp who carried out a similar analysis

for positive diagonal products.

Introduction and definitions. In [3], Sinkhorn and Knopp showed that if A is

a fully indecomposable nonnegative n X n matrix each of whose positive

diagonal products is equal, then there is a unique positive matrix B such that

bjj = Ojj whenever atJ > 0 and B is of rank one. Using the above result and

another result proved in [3], they showed that no two doubly stochastic

matrices have corresponding diagonal products proportional. In [1], Hartfiel

showed that no two doubly stochastic matrices have corresponding diagonal

sums equal. Thus the author became interested in examining just how well the

diagonal sums of a matrix characterize it.

The main result is the following. Suppose A is a fully indecomposable

nonnegative n X n martix each of whose positive diagonals has sum M and

whenever a{j = 0, each positive diagonal in A(i\j) has sum less than M. Then

there exists a unique positive matrix B such that the sum of each diagonal is

M, bjj = Ujj whenever a,-, > 0, and its rank is at most two.

One of the main tools which the author uses to obtain the above result is an

immediate corollary of the Frobenius-Konig Theorem. A proof of the

Frobenius-Konig Theorem can be found in [2, pp. 97-98].

Frobenius-Konig Theorem. Every diagonal of an n X n matrix A contains

a zero element if and only if A has an s X t zero submatrix with s + t = n + 1.

Corollary. If A is a fully indecomposable nonnegative n X n matrix, then

for each 1 < i,j < n, A(i\j) contains a positive diagonal.
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Let us now define the notions which we shall need. A diagonal of a square

matrix is a collection of entries from the matrix, one from each row and one

from each column. If o is a permutation of {1„ . . . , n}, then the diagonal

associated with o is alo(1), . . . , «„<,(„)• Every diagonal corresponds to a

permutation. Let a be a diagonal aXa,X), . . . , ano(n) in the matrix A. Then we

shall say that the diagonal a is positive if a,o(/) is positive for each i. By the

sum of the diagonal a, we mean 2Z"k=xaka(ky

Let a and B be sequences of integers chosen from {1, . . ., ri) and let A be

an n X n matrix. Then y4[a|/3] is a submatrix of A containing rows a and

columns B and A(a\B) is a submatrix of A containing rows complementary

to a and columns complementary to B, ordered increasingly. By A T we mean

the matrix whose (i,j) entry is the (j, i) entry of A. We shall let Et. denote the

square matrix which has the number one in the (/', j) position and zeros

elsewhere.

An n X n matrix A is fully indecomposable if and only if there does not

exist ansxi zero submatrix of A such that s + t = n. Otherwise, A is said

to be partly decomposable. A square nonnegative matrix A is said to be

nearly decomposable if and only if A is a fully indecomposable matrix such

that for each positive a„, A - ctyEy is partly decomposable. By convention we

shall let the 1 X 1 zero matrix be partly decomposable. Suppose A and B are

n X n matrices such that atj = 0 if and c.n,y if by = 0. Then B is said to have

the same zero pattern as A. A matrix A is said to have doubly stochastic

pattern if there is a doubly stochastic matrix which has the same zero pattern

as A.

Results and consequences. Let us first prove the Corollary to the Frobenius-

Konig Theorem. If A (i\j), for some i and j, did not contain a positive

diagonal, then A would be partly decomposable by the Frobenius-Konig

Theorem.

Theorem 1. Suppose A is a nonnegative fully indecomposable n X n matrix

each of whose positive diagonals has sum M and whenever a- = 0, each positive

diagonal in A (i\j) has sum less than M. Then there is a unique positive matrix

B such that its rank is at most two, each of its diagonals has sum M, and

by = ay whenever ay > 0.

Proof. Let C be the n X n fully indecomposable matrix where Cy

= exp(ai;/) for a,.. > 0 and ctj = 0 for atJ = 0. Thus, by the theorem in [3]

(quoted in the Introduction), there is a unique positive matrix C each of

whose diagonal products equals exp(Af) and c'y = ctj whenever Cy > 0. Thus

every diagonal in the n X n matrix B = (by) = (ln c'X) has sum M. Observe

that by = ay for atJ > 0. Consider by = ln(Cy) for a0 = 0. By the Corollary,

there is a positive diagonal aXaW, . . . , am(ri) in A(i\j). Hence

cJ/(n*=i,**,c*0(*)) = exPW.

c//(exP(3Ui,*****„(*))) = exp(M), and

c'ij = ™V(M ~ K=l,k*i*ko(k))-
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Since M - 1.nk=x<k¥=iaka(k) > 0, by = ln(c-j) > 0. Thus B is positive. Since the

exp function is 1-1, the uniqueness of B follows from the uniqueness of C".

Let D = (dj) be a 3 X 3 submatrix of B. Since all the diagonal sums of B

are equal, all the diagonal sums of every 2x2 submatrix of B are equal.

Thus dy = dj_xj + (diJ+1 - d,_1J+1) for 2 < / < 3 and 1 < / < 2.
Perform the following operations in the order indicated: Subtract the 2nd row

from the 3rd row and then the 1st row from the 2nd row. Subtract the 2nd

column from the 1st column and then the 3rd column from the 2nd column.

The resulting matrix D' has dy = 0 for i ^ 1 and j ^ 3. Hence det D' = 0

which implies det D = 0. Thus the rank of B is at most two.

Corollary 1. Suppose A is a fully indecomposable nonnegative n X n matrix

each of whose positive diagonals has sum M and whenever atj = 0, the sum of

each positive diagonal in A (i\j) is less than M. Then if C is a square submatrix

of A, there is a number N(C) such that each of the positive diagonals of C has

sum N(C).

Corollary 2. Suppose A is an n X n nonnegative matrix which has doubly

stochastic pattern. Assume that each of A's positive diagonals has sum M and

whenever <jl = 0, each positive diagonal in A (i\j) has a sum which is less than

M. Then if C is a square submatrix of A, there is a number N(C) such that

each of the positive diagonals of C has sum N(C).

Proof. As pointed out in [3] and [4, p. 346], since A has doubly stochastic

pattern, there are permutation matrices P and Q such that PAQ

= Dx © • • • © Ds where each Dm is fully indecomposable for m = I, . . . , s.

Assume that A = Dx © • • • © Ds. Let us argue that each Dm satisfies the

hypothesis of Corollary 1. Let 1 < k < s be fixed. Observe that the sum of

each positive diagonal of Dk is equal. Let dk and ek be two positive diagonals

in Dk, and let dm be a positive diagonal in Dm for m = 1, . . . , .s and m ^= k.

We know that each of these diagonals exists by the Corollary to the

Frobenius-Konig Theorem. Let Mm be the sum of the diagonal dm for

m = 1, . . ., s. By hypothesis, the sum of dk plus the sum of the A/m's for

m — I, . . . , s and m =£ k equals the sum of ek plus the sum of the Mm's for

m = 1, . . . , s and m ^ k. Thus the sum of dk equals the sum of ek. Let dpq be

a zero entry of Dk which lies in the (u, v) position of A. Let d' be a positive

diagonal in Dk(p\q) which we know to exist by the Corollary. Thus d' u

(U m= \jm^kdm) = t is a positive diagonal in A (u\v). By hypothesis, the sum of

t is less tha.i M. Since the sum of t is less than M = "Zsm=xMm and the sum of

t is equal to ~2sm=Xm¥=kMm plus the sum of d', it follows that the sum of d' is

less than Mk.

Let /l[a|jS] be any square submatrix of A. In order for /l[a|/S] to have a

positive diagonal, it must be of the form £>,'©•••©£)/ where r < s and

each Dp is a submatrix of some Dm, 1 < p < m < s. Thus by using Corollary

1 on each Dm, we are finished.

The following matrix satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.
'2     0    2'

A =   1     2    0  .

0    2     1
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The B corresponding to A by Theorem 1 is
'2 3 2"

B =    1 2 1   •

J 2 1
Notice that the positive matrix

2     4     2'
C=   1     2     1

.1     2     1

which corresponds to A by the result in [3] (quoted in the first paragraph of

this paper) is different from B. However, in case the two matrices are the

same, the following theorem describes the form of the positive matrix.

Theorem 2. Suppose A is a positive square matrix each of whose diagonal

sums is equal and whose rank is one. Then either A or AT has the form

ax ax ■ ■ ■      ax     ax

a2 a2 • ■ ■      a2    a2

a a ■ ■ ■      a      aL    ^ti n n n _

Proof. Suppose there is a row of A in which all of the entries are the same.

Then for any other row, the entries will be the same since the two diagonals

in any 2x2 submatrix of A have equal sums. Suppose that there is a row k

such that for somep and q, akp ^ ak . Let 1 < ra < n be fixed. Since A is of

rank one, there is a u > 0 such that for all j, amJ = uakJ. Since the two

diagonals of any 2x2 submatrix of A have equal sums, ak + uak = ak +

uakp. Then akp - akq = u(akp - akq) which entails u = \. Thus all the rows

are the same. Hence in any column of A, the entries of that column are all the

same.

Recalling that the diagonal products of an n X n positive matrix are all

equal if and only if it is of rank one, we see that Theorems 1 and 2 and the

result in [3, p. 71] (quoted in the Introduction) are actually statements about

the 1st and nth elementary symmetric functions.

Unfortunately, Theorem 1 cannot be proven for an arbitrary elementary

symmetric function. For instance, consider the fully indecomposable matrix

1 0 0    2~
.       2 1 0    0

0 9/5 3    0   '

.0 0 12.

Observe that the 2nd elementary symmetric function on each of /Ls positive

diagonals is equal to 17. Observe also that for atj = 0,[17 - E2(d)]/ Ex(d) > 0

where d is the positive diagonal in A (i\j) and Ex(d) and E2(d) are the 1st and

2nd elementary symmetric functions applied to d, respectively. Using the

positive diagonals in ^(1|2) and /1(3|4), we see that if there were a positive

matrix corresponding to A, necessarily bX2 = 1/7 and b34 = 14/3. Thus bX2,

a2X, £34, a43 is a positive diagonal in B. However, E2il/1, 2, 14/3, 1) = 17 +

2/21. Thus there cannot be a positive matrix corresponding to A in the sense
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that bjj = fly for atJ > 0 and the 2nd elementary symmetric function on each

diagonal is equal.

Professor Richard Sinkhorn has shown that if A is 3 X 3, then there always

exists such a B.

If a B exists for an A, then it is clearly unique by the Corollary to the

Frobenius-Konig Theorem.
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